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SCHREIER-ZASSENHAUS THEOREM FOR ALGEBRAS I 
FRANTISEK SIK, Brno 
(Received September 18, 1978) 
The aim of the present paper is a generalization of Schreier-Zassenhaus theorem 
for algebras. It is a theme already studied before. GOLDIE [4] discussed a certain kind 
of generahzation of Jordan-Holder theorem for algebras, which is a special case of the 
Schreier-Zassenhaus theorem and, moreover, under certain restrictive conditions (the 
descending and ascending conditions for subalgebras). Another interpretation of this 
problem was offered in [7] (ORE). The papers of BORUYKA [1] and CHÂTELET [2] 
(the latter in the formulation given in [8] Th. 88) served us as a model, namely 
Theorem 10.8 [1] for the case of partitions of a set (without operations) and Theorems 
17.6 [1] and 88 [8] for congruences in algebras. Unfortunately, the theorems 
mentioned work with too strong assumptions that are not fulfilled in the group case 
unless invariant series are treated. Our purpose is to give such a theorem for algebras 
that is applicable in classical structures (in ß-groups). 
We shall call the main attention to the case of sets without operations. In this 
situation the notion of isomorphism is reduced to that of the set theoretical equi-
valence. It would be useful (if possible at all) to replace it by another stronger notion. 
Borùvka (see the book [1] which includes his theory of partitions developed during 
the World-War II, cf. [2]) has found such a notion, namely that of coupled partitions 
in a set. Thus, he discovered the set theoretical character of algebraical constructions 
connected with the Schreier-Zassenhaus theorem. 
The notion of coupled partitions is also the central notion used in the present paper. 
The main result is Theorem 3.5 which is based on Theorems 1.10 and 3.4 (sets) and 
2.7 (algebras). Corollary 3.7 gives the group interpretation of Theorem 3.5, the 
Schreier-Zassenhaus theorem. Another group apphcation of the theory is presented 
by Theorem 2.5 and by its Corollary 2.6, the general four-group theorem [1] 23.2. 
Let us introduce some fundamental notions necessary in the present paper. The 
reader will find information in greater detail e.g. in [1], [5], [8], [9]. 
A partition in a set (5 is a system of nonempty pairwise disjoint subsets of ©. 
The system of all partitions in (5 is clearly in a one to one correspondence with the 
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system of all symmetric and transitive binary relations in (5. For this reason we often 
shall not distinguish between the both notions. The set of all partitions in Ш, P((5), 
is a complete lattice with regard to the set inclusion; symbols of the operations are 
/\ 5 V, Д, V (or V = V p if necessary). Stable partitions (stable as binary relations) 
in an algebra (©, Q) are called congruences in (©, Q). The set of all congruences in 
(©, Q), j r((5, Q), is a complete lattice with regard to the set inclusion; its operations 
are denoted by л ^ , v ^ , Л х . V^ . It holds Л х = Лр = П M I, l-l. If Л is a binary 
relation in a set (5, x e © and 0 ф © Ç (ö, we define A(x) == {y e © : у Ax}, А{Щ = 
= [J{A{x) : X e 33} and U ^ = U { ^ W : x e ©}. If Л is a partition and A{x) Ф 0, 
we call the set A(x) a block of the partition A and [jA the domain of A [6]. If [jA — 
= ©, we speak about a partition on (5 or about a partition o/ (5. If 0 ф ^ S (6, 
{©} means the partition in © with the unique block ©, and if Л is a binary relation 
in (5, © П Л means the binary relation (J& x Щ n A. It is called the intersection 
of the relation A with the set S . Particularly, if Л is a partition then 33 П ^ = {®} л 
л Л = (Л^ n 33 : Л^ e Л, Л^ n © Ф 0} [1] 2.3. Two partitions in © are said to be 
coupled if each block of one partition meets exactly one block of the other partition 
[1] 4.1. The product AB of two partitions A and Б in © means the product of the 
corresponding binary relations. Binary relations (or partitions) A and ß in (5 are 
called commuting if AB — BA. The domain of a congruence in an algebra (©, Q) 
is a subalgebra of (©, O); if ((5, Q) is an ß-group, 0 Ф Л e j r (© , ß) then Л(0) is an 
ideal of the ß-subgroup U ^ and Л = U^/^(0) M I, 1.4. 
We say that a subset 0 Ф © Ç © respects a partition Л in the set (5 if it holds: 
Л^ e Л, Л^ n 33 Ф 0 => Л^ Ç © ([6] IV, 4.8). 
Lemma l.h Let Л, В be partitions in a 5̂ ^ (5, 0 ф © Ç ©. Then 33 П (Л v J5) 3 
^ (© П Л) V (© П Б). The equality follows if © respects the partitions A and В 
or if ^ ^ [jA n [jB. An analogous theorem holds for the product. 
Proof. Let X, у E G. For suitable elements Xj, ..., x„ e (5 (n ^ 0) and for parti­
tions Cx,. . . , C„+1 by turns equal to Л or Б it holds 
x33 П (Л V B) у <^ X, у e ^ , xC^x^C2X2 ...x^C^+iy о x e 93 n [jC^ , 
ye^ n U Q + i , Xi,...,x„e[jA n (JB , xC^x^ ... x^C^+^y <= xe^ n [jC^ , 
> ;G33 n U Q + i , Xi , . . . , x„e33 n у л n U ^ , ^ Q x j . . . x„C„+ i j ; o 
<:> x(© П C,) xi(33 П C2) X2 ... x„(© П Q + 0 >̂  <=> x(33 П Л) V (© П J5) у . 
The middle impUcation <= can be evidently replaced by the both-sided implica­
tion о if S respects both the partitions Л and В or if Ж ^ (J Л n IJJB. The assertion 
about the product follows from the preceding if we put n = 1, C^ = Л and C2 = B, 
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Remark . The condition in 1.1 for equality is not necessary (even for partitions Л 
and В on (5). Example: A = В = {©}, 0 Ф © с (g, S ф ©. 
Definition 1.2. Let BQ ^ В and Q ^ С be partitions in a set (5, ее [JBQ n IJCQ, 
[JBo = B{e), [jCo = C{e). We define Б^^ = Ло v (Б л С), В^о = BQ v (ß л Q ) , 
В II = Ло(^ л С), X = Bii(e) П Biol relations 
^11» ^10? ^ u äiid L are defined 
symmetrically with regard to the symbols В and С Further, let us denote M = 
= (ад П Во) V (ад П Со), where ад = U^o п ( J Q . 
Lemma 1.3. The relations defined in L2 have the follovnng properties (1) to (7). 
Similar properties can be obtained after the permutation of В and C. 
{\)В,,{е)=^{]{Во{а):аеЩ, 
(2) Bji(a) = Bii(^) and Bii(a) = Sii(e) for each a e ад, 
(3) ^^В,,{е)^В,,{е)я[]Во. 
(4) Б , , ( e ) n C l l ( ^ ) = U i ^ n U L = а д , 
(5) В,,{е) П (В л Со) = В,,(е) П Q , 
(6) К = {В,,{е) П Во) V (В,,(е) П Со), 
(7) M = ад П (Во V Со), и ^ = ^ - ^/ Во and Со are congruences in an algebra, 
then so is M. 
Proof. (1) is evident. 
(2) The first assertion. It suffices to prove Bii(a) с Bii(b) for all a, b e ад. Let 
xBjja, i.e. xA^Xi . . . х^^.^А^а, where Af are equal to Bo or В л С. Since a, be 
e UBo n IJCo it holds b e B(a) n C{a) = (B A C) (a), thus xA^x^ . . . x„_i^„a(B л 
л С) Ь, i.e. хВцЬ. 
P r o o f of the second assertion follows from the preceding if we put и = 2, Л^ = BQ 
and yl2 = В л С 
(3) The first inclusion follows from (1). The second inclusion is evident. The last 
inclusion: If x e B i i ( e ) then xyljXi .. . x„_i>l„e, where Л,- ^ В for alH, thus xBx^ . . . 
... e, xBe, X e B{e) = UBQ. 
(4) It holds \jK с B,i(e) Ç UBo, [jL^ C,i{e) ç IJCo, hence \JKn{}L^ 
с Bii(e) n Cii(^) ^ (JBo n (JCo = ад. On the other hand, U-^: = Bii(e) n 
n (JBio 3 9t П [UBo u (UB n UCo)] = ад. Analogously U ^ Э « . Thus (4) is 
proved. 
(5) Since Вц(^) Q UBo = B{e) it holds Bii(e) П (B л Co) = (Bii(e) П B) л 
л (Bi,(^) П Co) - {B,,{é)] A {B,,{e)n Co) = B,,{e) П Co. 
(6) By LI , (3) and (5) it is К = B,,{e) П B,o = B,,{e) П [Bo v (B л Co)] =. 
= lB,,{e) П Bo] V [B,,{e) П (B л Co)] = (B,,(e) П Bo) v {B,,{e) П Co). 
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(7) By 1.1 it holds a П (^0 V Q ) = {'Ж П Bo) v (2t П Q ) and then [jM = 
= [Ji'^l П J5o) u U ( ^ П Co) = ^̂ - The assertion concerning congruences follows 
from the fact that Vp :=:= v x for congruences "on" (on the subalgebra [JBQ n 
n UCo = ^l). 
Lemma 1.4. (Borûvka [ l ] 4.1.) Partitions A and D in a set G are coupled if and 
only if 
(a) U^ П ^ = U^ П Я 
(b) every block of the partition A meets [jD (or equivalently [jA n U^) ^«^ 
symmetrically. 
Evidently, (a) is equivalent to 
(a') {\JA n[jD)nA= {\JA n [jD) ПО. 
Lemma 1.5. Ш П К = Ш П L= M = К A L. 
Proof. By 1.3, [JKn[jL=^. By 1.3 and 1.1, it follows ШПК = ШГ\ 
П [(^ii(e) П ^o) V {B,,{e) П Co)] = ( ^ П Bo) V ( « П Co) = M. A symmetrical 
statement holds for L, consequently ^ ( П ^ = М = ^ П Ь . We shall prove К л 
A L= M. Since U ( ^ A L)= [jK n[JL= Ш it holds К A L= ^1П{К A L) = 
^(ШПК) А(Ш П L) = M. 
Proposition 1.6. The partitions К and L are coupled if and only if B^^^e) = 
= Sii(e) and Cii{e) = Cii(e). 
Proof. Let К and Lbe coupled. By 1.4 each block of the partition К intersects 
the set [JK n (J^ which is equal to Ш (see 1.3). We shall show that each block of the 
partition Bii{e) П ^o meets Ш. Let K^ eК = {Bii{e) П ^o) v (^ii(^) П Co) and 
let K^ contain no block of the partition Bii(e) П CQ. Then K^ is equal to a block of 
the partition Б-^Дв) П BQ and, as we know, K^ meets ^ . If jf̂ ^ contains blocks of the 
both partitions then every block D^ e Bj^i(e) П ^o with D^ ^ K^ meets a block 
E^GB,,{e) П Co. It is E^ ç ^^^(e) n IJCo ^ U^o n UCQ = % therefore D^ 
meets W. We have proved that each block of ^^ (e ) П ^o rneets Ш. Moreover, by 
1.3, B,i{e) Ç U^o- It follows Bii{e) ç U{^o(«) : « e ^ } = B^.^e) (by 1.3). The 
converse inclusion being evident we conclude Bii{e) = B^i{e). Analogously, we 
have Cii{e) = Си(е). 
Conversely, let the condition be fulfilled. Then, by 1,3, J5ji(e) = Bii{e) = 
= U{^o(<^) • (^ e Щ- Consequently, each block of 5ii(^) П BQ meets И and thus it 
meets Cii(e) = (J^because Cii(e) ^ a; (by 1.3). Since each block of Bi^i(e) П CQ 
meets Ci i(e) (is contained in C^ i(e?)), each block of the partition К = (JB^ ̂ (e) П -^o) v 
V (Вц(^) П Co) meets Cii(e). Symmetrically, each block of the partition L meets 
^ii(^)- Thus the condition 1.4(b) is verified. The condition 1.4 (a') is fulfilled in 
virtue of 1.5. It follows that К and Lare coupled. 
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Lemma 1.7. Denote D = (IJC П ^o) (U^o П C). Then D{a} = D{e) for each 
ae(jBon UCo. 
Proof. It suffices to show D{a) Ç D{b) for all a, be (J^o ^ U^o- Let x{[jC П BQ) . 
• (U^o П C) a. Since a, b e IJ-ßo «̂  UCQ = U^o »̂  C(e), it is a e (J^o »̂  4 ^ ) = 
= (UBo П C) (b). It follows x{\JC П 5o) (U5o П C) a(U5o П C) b, i.e. 
x(UC П Bo) (Ußo П С) b. 
Z ) 
Proposition 1.8. J5ii(e) = 5ii(e) i/ and only if {[jC П Bo){[jBo П C){e) ^ 
(U^o П C) (UC П 5o) (U^o П UCo). 
Proof. Let the condition be fulfilled. It suffices to prove Bii{e) с Вц{е). Let 
xjj^^ßf I.e. x̂ /iĵ Xĵ  . . . лд_ĵ  Л„е, where Л^ are alternately equal to BQ ov В A C. Since 
eBf^e and е(Б л С) в it can be supposed n > 4 and Ä„ = В A С Moreover, since 
XE [JBQ (by L3), it can be supposed A^ = BQ, Thus we have XBQX^ . . . х„_з(Б л 
л С) x„_.25o^n-i(^ ^ С) е. Now, there is х^е U^o п (JC (г = 1 , . . . , n — 1) and 
consequently xB^x, . . . х„_з(иВо П С) :^„-2(UC П Bo) x„_i(UBo П C) e. Evidently 
x„_i e U^o ^ UCQ. By supposition, it follows XBQX^ .. . x ^ . ^ U C П i^o) х„_з(ис fl 
П Bo) {[jBo П C) e(UBo П C) e and therefore xBoX^ ... x„.^{[JC П Bo) 
y„..2{[JBo nC)e for some у„_2 e U^o n C(e) = [JBQ n U Q . By induction, we 
obtain хВоу([]Во П С) e for some у e [JBQ n [JCQ. Then xßo(B л С) e, i.e. 
X G B i i ( e ) . 
Conversely, let В^^(е) = Bii(e) and a G (JBO n (JCo- Then Bj^i{a) = Bii(a) 
(by L3). It holds x(UBo П C) {[jC П Bo) a => x(B л С) BQÜ => хВ^^а => хВ^^а => 
=> хВоЬ(В л С) а for some Ь е IJBo п UC. Since х e U ^ and a e [JBQ, it follows 
that x(UC П Bo) (UBo П C) a. By L7, x(UC П Bo) (UBo П C) e. 
Lemma 1.9. 
(UC П Bo) (UBo П C) (UBo n UCo) я (UBo П C) (UC П Bo) (UBo П UCo). 
-Proof. It holds » := ( и С П В о ) ( и В о П С ) ( е ) = и { ( и С П В о ) ( а ) : а е 
e UBo n UCo}. Hence Ъ : = U{(UBo П С) (UC П Bo) (a) : a e UBo n UCo} = 
= U{(UBo П C) (b) : fe e S3}. As the domain of the partition UBo П C, UBo n UC, 
contains S , we have D 2 93. Now, we apply L7. 
Theorem 1.10. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) The -partitions К and bare coupled. 
(2) B,,{e) = B,,{e) and C,,{e) = C,,{e). 
(3) (UC П Bo) (UBo П C) {e) 3 (UBo П C) (UC П Bo) (UBo n UCo) and 
(UB П Co) (UCo П B) (e) 2 (UCo П B) (UB П Co) (UBo n UCo). 
(4) (UC П Bo) (UBo П C) (e) = (UBo П C) (UC П Bo) (UBo n UCo) and 
(UB П Co) (UCo П B) (e) = (UCo П B) (UB П Co) (UBo n UCo). 
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(5) (UC П Во) (Ußo П С) {\JBo n UCo) = {\JBo П С) (UC П ^o) (U^o n UCo) 
and 
{[jB П Co) (UCo П B) {{jBo n UCo) = (UCo П B) {[jB П Co) (U^o О UCo). 
(6) The partitions К and M are coupled, 
(7) The partitions Land M are coupled. 
Proof. Equivalence of 1, 2 and 3 follows from 1.6 and 1.8. 
3 => 4: By 1.9 and by a symmetrical assertion. 
4 => 5: By 1.7 and by a symmetrical assertion. 
5 => 3: As in the preceding step. 
1 => 6 and 7: We shall verify the conditions (a) and (b) of 1.4 for Ä = К and D = M, 
(a) is fulfilled by 1.5 because [jK n [jM = Пша'^С П M = M; in fact, [jKHM = 
= ([jK n UM) П M = 31 П M = M and [jM ПК := "йП К = M, (b) is ful­
filled for К and M, since it is fulfilled for К and L. Indeed, each block of К meets 
[jKn[jL= % = [jM and each block of M meets U ^ , since UM = 2t and 
[JK ^ 91. Analogously for 7. 
6=> 1: By 1.4, condition 6 reads that each block of К meets UM = ^ . Since 
Ui^ n U b = ^ (by 1.3), the condition 1.4(b) is also true for A = К and D = L. 
Condition 1.4(a) follows from 1.5, since Ui^ П L = ( U ^ n U b ) n L = ^ n L = M 
and similarly U^ П К == M. Proof of 7 => 1 is similar to the preceding one. 
2. 
Lemma 2.1. / / A and D are congruences in an algebra ((5, Q) and [JA 3 U ^ 
then A V p D = A У ^^ D. 
Proof. Let Ш 6 0 be n-ary (n ^ 1) and aiA vp Dbi, i = 1, ..., n. Then 
aiEi^e\Ei2e\ . . . ei,._i£i^.bf, where Е^^,..., E^^. are by turns equal to A or D. We 
can achieve that all m/s are equal (say equal to m) and that E^^ = A = Ei^ {i = 
= l , . . . , / i ) , f o rU^ ^ U ^ yields a fD^i => aiAaiDe\\el^^^Dbi=> е1._^ПЬ^АЪ^Ь^... 
. . . biAbi. Hence a^ .. . a„œAel . . . e\œDe\ • • • ̂ 2 ^ ^ • • • ^^1 • • • ̂ tfi^- Then A УpD 
preserves the operations and is consequently a congruence in (©, ß) . 
Let 2t and Ъ be ß-subgroups of an ß-group (©, ß) . 
Definition 2.2. ^ and I) are called Q-commuting ß-subgroups if [9t^ Î)] = 2Ï + Ф, 
where [2Ï, T)] means the ß-subgroup of (©, ß) generated by the set 91 u D. 
Clearly, ß-commuting ß-subgroups are commuting subgroups. 
Lemma 2.3. Let Vi and Ъ be Q-subgroups of an Q-group (©, ß) . Then the following 
conditions (a) to (e) satisfy a < = > b = > c o d o e . 
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(a) 51 and D are Q-commuting, 
(b) (5/r[2t ,D] = © / r a © / , î ) , 
(c) (5/г Й and (5/r X) commute, 
(d) ©/, ilt V p (5/, D = ©/, ^ ©/, D, 
(e) Ш̂  anJ Î) commute. 
Analogous assertions hold for the left sided decompositions. 
Proof. In the proof let us omit the notation r of the right sided decompositions. 
Let us remark that x((6/^2t (ö/D) j ; = x ©/91 b ©/D у for some bE(^=b = x + a, 
у = b + d for some a e^ and some d e D = —x + у = a + d for some a G 51 
and some deX>, 
Then 
(1) х(Ш/51 (ö/D) >̂  = —x + >' = fl + (i for some a G 51 and some de Ъ. 
Thus the condition (b) is equivalent to the condition [51, T)] = Î) + 51, which is (a). 
Another conclusion from (1) is (c) = (e). The equivalence (c) = (d) follows e.g. 
from [9] 1.1. The impUcation (a) => (e) is evident. 
Lemma 2.4. Let (5 be a group, Q a subgroup of ©. Then any subsets 0 = ÎR ^ (Б 
and 0 Ф S Ç Q satisfy Q n (9Î 4- S) = Q n 9Î + 6 and Q n ( 6 + 5R) = S + 
Proof. Evidently, the inclusion 2 holds. The converse inclusion (in the first 
assertion): For an arbitrary element x on the left side of the first equation we have 
x = ^ = r + 5, s = ^' for suitable q, q' e Zl, г G 91 and se S. Then г = q — s = 
= q — q' eQ, Analogously the other equation is proved. 
In the following the symbol / means the left sided decomposition of a group by 
its subgroup. Analogous assertions hold for the right-sided decomposition. 
Let ©0 ^ 93 ^ 352 and Go ^ Ĝ  ̂  Ĝ2 be ß-subgroups of an ß-group ((6, Q). 
Put Bo = ©/©0, В = ^2/®, Co = G/Go and С = Кз/^- Then Bo й В, Co й С 
and for e = О = the zero element of (5 it holds U^o = B{ö) and (J^o = C(0). 
Let K, Land M be as in Definition 1,2. 
Theorem 2.5. Let (©, Q) be an Q-^group. Let us keep the preceding notation. 
I. Then the partitions K, Land M are pairwise coupled and 
X = {©o + ® + ö t : a G © n G } , 
L = {Go + G + a : a G © n G} , M = © n G/G , 
where G is the subgroup of © generated by the subgroups ©o n G and GQ П ©• 
Further, 
( © n G ) n i ^ = ( © n G ) n L = K A L = M . 
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п . (i) ©о + ® is ^ subgroup {an Q-subgroup) if and only if 5Bo and ^ n ^Q 
commute (Q-commute), In this case ^ Q + ^ = ®o + ® '^ ®o ^^^ К = (ЗЗо + © п 
n G) П ®/®о + ® п Go. 
(ii) The domain of К, IJK = ^Q + ^ n d, is a subgroup (an Q-subgroup) if and 
only if ®o ^^^ 95 n G commute [Q^commute). 
(iii) If the conditions of (i) and (ii) are fulfilled then К = ^Q + ^ n G/®o + 
-b 95 n Go, both ^Q + ^ nd and Жо + S n Go being subgroups (Q-subg roups). 
Similar results hold for L. 
(iv) / / ®o Q'Commutes with 95 n Go and Go Q-commutes with G n So ^^^^ ® 
is an Q'Subgroup, G = S o ' ^ ^ + ^ o ' ^ ^ ^^d thusy ©o ^ ^ ^"^ Go n Ж Q-com^ 
mute. In this case M = 95 n G/95o n G + GQ n S . 
III. (Zassenhaus Lemma.) / / in particular 95o or Go is an ideal of 95 or G, respec-
tivelly, then 
X = So + 95 n G/So + S n Go , 
L = Go + G n S/Go + G n S o , M = S n G/So n G + Go n S , 
all the decompositions K, Land M are congruences in ((5, Q) and the corresponding 
(factor) Q-groups are isomorphic. 
Proof. I. Since the condition (3) of Theorem 1.10 is evidently fulfilled, К and L 
are coupled and 5ii(0) = Bii{0). By 1.4(b), each block of the partition К meets the 
set U ^ ^ Ub, which is equal to (J^o (^ U^o = S n G (1.3). An arbitrary block 
of K, K{a) for a e S n G, is given by K{a) = {^^(O) П [BQ V (B A Q ) ] } (a) = 
= {(So + S n G ) n ( S / S o V p S 2 n G / S n G o ) } ( f l ) or shorter by Ца) = 
= (So + Qi) n [(S/So Vp Üii/Oo)] (a) {a E Q ^ ) , where Q = S^ n G, i:ii = S n G 
and £io = 93 n Go- Thus, K(a) is the set of ail x e So + ^ i with the property 
(1) X = x„... X3Q/£io^295/SoXiCl/Qo« 
or 
(2) x = y,... у,^1тоУ2^1^оУ1^1^оа , . 
where Xi and yj are elements of ©. But (2) can be converted into a sequence of type 
(1), since a^l^lQa. Denote by X„ the set of all x for which there exists a chain 
a, Xj, X2, ..., x„ that fulfils (1). Then 2.4 yields 
Xi = G n (Qo + «) = ^ 0 + ^ . Z2 = S n (So + Z i ) = So + Oo + a , 
X^ = Q n (Do + -X'2) = Go + Û n Z2 = So + ^ ^ (®o + ^0 + ci) = 
= QQ -i- (Qn^o) + £lo -^ a-
By induction, we obtain 
^2n- i = Ö0 + (Ö '^ 35o) + Go + .•• + ^ 0 + ( ^ '^ ®o) + So + a 
(2n summands), ^2« = So + ^2n- i (n = 1, 2, ...) . 
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Evidently, it holds for n = 1, 2, 
Z,„ = » 0 + ^2«- i 2 X ^2и 2 / J - l 
Consequently, for a e Ci j we have 
00 
K{a) = (»0 + ö l ) n и X2„ . 
n = 1 
It holds 
00 CO <X> 
(3) и^2« = азо + и Xm-i = »о + и [»о + (a п ©о) + ••• 
п = 1 п= 1 п = 1 
... + (о n ®о) + ^о] + « = ®о + ® + « , 
where СВ denotes the subgroup of (5 generated by the subgroups £i n ©o and QQ or, 
returning to the original notation, (̂  is the subgroup of © generated by the subgroups 
^оП(£ and do ^ ®- It follows 
K(a) = (®o + 33 n e ) n (93o + d + a) (a e © n e ) 
and by 2.4 
X(a) = ©0 + e + a , (a G Ж n G:) . 
A similar consideration leads to the result on L. 
We shall express blocks of the partition M = (^l П BQ) V (91 П CQ) = (93 n d) П 
П 93/93o v p (© n d) П d/do = © n d/93o n d Vp 93 n d/Co n 93. Since each 
block of M, M(a) where a e Ж n d, meets the set ® n d, we obtain by the preceding 
method M{a) = (^ + a and then M = 93 n d/d. 
The partitions K, Land M are pairwise coupled by Theorem 1.10 as claimed. The 
final assertion of Part I follows from 1.5. 
II. In the following proof we use Lemma 2.3 several times. 
a) Let ®o + ^ be a subgroup. Then ©o ^^^ ^ commute. Let b,-, b^ or C; be elements 
of ©0, d n ®o or Ж n do, respectively. There exists e e d such that b^ + ĉ  = 
= Ci + e, where e = b2 + C2 + Б3 + C3 H- . . . for suitable 5 ,̂ ĉ . Since Ьз G 93O 
and C2 + Ьз + C3 + .. . G d, we have г = C2 + Ьз + C3 + .. . + ^2 for some 
62 e Бо and so b^ + Cj = (c^ + C2) + 63 + C3 + . . . + b2- % induction, we obtain 
bj + Ci = (ci + C2 + ...) + (... + Ьз + b2), where ĉ  4- C2 + .. . G 93 n do and 
... + Ьз + b2 G 9З0. Thus ©0 an^ Ф n do commute. 
b) If ®o aiid © n do commute (ß-commute) then ©o + ® '^ ^0 is a subgroup 
(an ß-subgroup). This set is equal to ©0 + ®- Namely, the latter set contains the 
former one and the converse inclusion is verified as follows: Given b e ®o» ^i ^ ®o ^ 
n d (ç©o) , Cf G 93 n do and e = . . . + b^ + ĉ  + . . . G d, then b + e = b + ,.. 
. . . + 5i + Cf + . . . is an element of the subgroup generated by 95o and d, i.e. by 95o, 
9З0 n d and do n © and thus by 93o and ® n do and this is equal to 93o + 95 n do. 
Consequently, ©0 + ^ = ®o + ® «̂  ^0 is a subgroup (an й-subgroup). 
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c) Let ®о + ® be an ß-subgroup. Then by a), ©о and 5B n Go commute. By b) 
©0 + 25 '^ ^0 = ^0 + ^> hence 93o + ® n Go is an ß-subgroup. Therefore 33o 
and S n Go ß-commute. 
d) The assertion concerning the domain of K, [jK, is evident. 
e) If 93o ß-commutes with Ф n Go and Go ß-commutes with ©o ^ ^^ then 
®o + ® ^ 6̂ 0 and Go + G n 93o are ß-subgroups. By I and II(i) M = [ (S n G) П 
ПК] A [(© n G) П b] = [(SB n G) П » / » 0 + ® n Go] л [(93 n G) П G/GQ + 
+ G n » o ] = 33 n G/(©o + 95 n Go) n (Go + G n 95o) = 95 n G/G. Thus G = 
= (»0 + 95 n Go) n (Go + G n 95o) is an ß-subgroup and by 2.4, it is G = 
= (®o + » П Go) n (Go + G n 95o) = (SBo + » n Go) n Go + G n 95o = »o ^ 
n Go + » n Go + G n 95o = 95 n Go + G n SBo. Then » n Go and G n 95o 
ß-commute and G = ©o '^ ^ + ^o '^ ®-
HI. If ©0 or Go is an ideal of © or G, respectively, then ©o ß-commutes with 
© n G and therefore ©o + © n G ( = [j{Bo{a) :аеЩ = 5^(0)) is an ß-subgroup. 
The partition К is P-join of congruences in ((ö, ß), К = (^^(O) П ^o) Vp (ßii(O) П 
П Со) = [(©о + © n G) П ©/©о] v p [(©о + © n G) П е/^о] (see 1.3), the do­
main of the first congruence contains that of the second one, thus К is a congruence 
(2.1). Similarly, Lis a congruence. The partition M as an intersection of two con­
gruences, M — К A L (see Part I), is a congruence, too. This completes the proof 
of Theorem 2.5. 
Theorem 2.5 implies the following "General Four-Group Theorem" [1] 23.2: 
Corollary 2.6. (Borûvka [1] 23.2.) Let ©o ^ © and Go Я G be Qsubgroups of 
an Q-group (©, ß) . Let the following Qsubgroups be Q-commuting: 
© n G and © n Go with ©o ; G n © and G n ©o with GQ . 
Then the decompositions X, L and M, 
К = ©0 + © n G/©o + © n Go , 
L = Go 4- G n ©/Go + G n ©0 and M = ^ n G/©o n G + Go n © 
are pairwise coupled. All given sums of Qsubgroups are Qsubgroups, 
Theorem 2.7. Let (©, ß ) be an algebra, BQ g В and Co й С congruences in ((5, ß), 
a e [)BQ n [jCo, U^o = B{e), [JCQ = C{e). Then the relations K, L and M are 
congruences on the subalgebras Вц^е), Cii(e) and 21, respectively. 
Proof. First, we prove that Bii{e) is a subalgebra. Let xBj^^e. Then there exist 
Xi , . . . , x„_i e ® such that 
(1) xA^x^ . . . x„_ i^„a , 
where Ai are alternately equal to ^o or ß л С. The sequence (1) can be arbitrarily 
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extended to the right because of еВое, е(В л С) е. Thus, n ^ 2 can be supposed. 
Let Ai = В A С Then A2 = BQ, therefore x^ e [JBQ = B{e) and hence x e B{xi) = 
= B(e) = U^o- Iî  this case, we can rewrite (1) as 
XBQX{B A C ) XJ .,. Xj^^^A„e . 
Now, let CO G ß be m-ary, m ^ 1, x^ e ^^ (e ) (A; = 1, . . . , m), 
where Af^ (for a given /c = 1, ..., m) are by turns equal to BQ or В A C. AS above, 
we can suppose Af^ = BQ (k = 1, ,.., m) and the existence of n with n = n^{k = 
= 1, ..., m). It follows that for a given i (i = 1, . . . , n), Л^^ is the same congruence 
(say Ai) for all к = 1 , . . . , m. Since Бо and Б л С are congruences and Ш̂  is a sub-
algebra, we have a = e ... eœe^ and x^ ... x'^œA^xl ... x^œ ... xl_i ... 
... x^^^iœA^e ... eœ, hence x^ ... x'^coe В^^^а) = В^^^е) (see 1.3). Finally, ^ ^ ( e ) 
contains all nuUary operations, since B^^[e) ^ ^U (1.3), and 21 is a subalgebra. 
Then Bii(e) is a subalgebra. Similarly, С^Де) is a subalgebra. 
X is a congruence: By 1.3, К = {B,,{e) П Бо) v {B,,{e) П Co),U(5ii(e) П Bo) = 
= B,,{e) n U^o = B,,{e), [j{B,,{e) П C«) = B,,{e) n [jCo ^ U^o n U Q = « ^ 
— Bii(^)- ßy ^-l ' P-join of congruences whose domains are comparable is their 
jT-join, hence a congruence. Similarly, Land M are congruences. 
Lemma 2.8. Let BQ ^ В and Co ^ С be congruences in an Q-group ((5, Q), 
[JBQ = Б ( 0 ) and [JCQ = C(0). Then for e = 0 = the zero element of the group Ш, 
K, Land M are congruences in ((5, Q). They are pairwise coupled (as partitions) 
and thus isomorphic (as factor Q-groups). 
Proof. K, L and M are congruences by 2.7. We prove that the condition (4), 
Theorem 1.10, is fulfilled. Indeed, by 2.4, ( U ^ П Бо)(иВо П C) (0) = U<^ n 
n U^o ^ [UC n Бо(0) + U^o n C(0)] = UC n Бо(0) + U^o ^ C(0), (УБо П С) . 
^ (UC П Бо) (U^o n UCo) = U^o n UC n {иБо n C(0) + UC n U^o n \{jC n 
n Бо(0) 4- \JBQ n UCo]} = U^o П C(0) + UC n Бо(0) + U^o n C(0) = UC n 
n Бо(0) + UJ^o n C(0). 
The second part of (4) can be verified analogously. 
3. 
Definition 3.1. ( [ l ] I, 10.1.) A finite chain 
(1) Ä, йЛ,й--^йЛ„ 
of partitions in a set © is called a partition series (from A^ to A„) in the set ©. 
([1] I, 10.2.) Let ее U^i - A /oca/ c/iain of a partition series (1) is the partition 
chain {Ai(e)} S. ^2(^) П ^ i ^ ^^(e) П ^2 ^ ••• é Л(^) П Л - i - We also speak 
about an e-chain. 
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([1] I, Ю.б.) We say that two partition series are e-joint, if there exists a bijection 
of the e-chain of one series on the e-chain of the other one such that the corresponding 
partitions are coupled. 
Two partition series in © 
(2) Л ( = ̂ 1о) йА,,й...й Au{ = A,o) UA21U... 
(3) Do{ = D,o)uD,,S...SD,r{=D,o)uD,,u... 
are called regularly e-joint (for ее U^io <^ U^io) if the e-chains of these series, 
i.e. the partition series in (5 
(4) {Ao{e)} й H,, й ... S Я , , й H,, й ... й Я,_1., S H,, й ... й Н „ , 
(5) {Do{e)} й iVn й ... й N,, й N,, й .•• й K-t.r й N,, й ... й N,,, 
where 
(6) Яу = Лу(е) П Л,„._1 , N,, = 1),.,(е)П0,-..-,, 
fulfil the following condition: 
(7) the partitions Н^ and Nji are coupled , l ^ f ^ r ; 1 ^ j ^ s , 
Indeed, regularly e-joint series are e-joint. 
Definition 3.2. Let Б^_1 ^ Bi and Cj-i ^ Cj be partitions in a set (5, e G U^i-i ^ 
n UCj-i and U^i-i = B^e), U^y-i = Cj{e). Then we define 
(1) Б,, = Б , . , V {B, A C,), Л,, = B,^,{B, A C,) , 
Cj, = Cj^, V (C; A B,) , Cj, = Cj^,{Cj A 5,), 
K,,. = B,j{e) П 5,-j-i , Lj, = C,.,(e) П C;,,_i , 
^ij = (<̂ X )̂ П B,^,) V (Б,(е) П С , . , ) . 
A. W. Goldie [9] calls two congruences В and С in an algebra (©, Q) weakly 
permutable (with respect to a subalgebra ©o of (5) if (IJC П B) {\JB П C) (©o) = 
= {[JВ П C){[JC Г] В) (©о)- We introduce a similar concept as follows. 
Definition 3.3. Let В and С be partitions in a set © and e e U^ «̂  UC. The parti­
tions В and С are said to weakly commute on the element e (shortly weakly e-com-
mute) if (UC П B) {[jB П C) {Щ = (U^ П C) (UC П B) (Q), where Û = (UB n 
n C(e)) u (UC n Б(е)). 
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Theorem 3.4. Under the suppositions and the notation of Definition 3.2 it holds 
Bi+ij{e) = Bi^,j{e) and Cj^^j{e) = Cj+ij{e) 
if and only if B^ and Cj weakly e-commute. 
Proof. By 1.8 and 1.7, the left-hand side condition is equivalent to the following 
conditions (1) and (2): 
(1) (UC,. П B,) {[JB, П Cj) (Ußi n uc,._0 Э 
3 (Uß, П CJ) {{JCJ n B,) (Uß; n UC,_,) 
and 
(2) (Ußi П CJ) {(jCj П B,) {{JCj n Ußi-1) 3 
2 {[JCJ П ßO (Ußi П CJ) ( U C , П Uß. - l ) . 
Putting in 1.9 Cj, Bi^i or Bi instead of Бд, CQ or С, respectively, we obtain 
(3) (UC,- П B,) (UBi П Cj) {(jCj n Uß i - i ) 3 
2 (Ußi П с,) (UC; П ß.) (UC, n Ußi-O . 
Analogously, 
(4) (Ußi П CJ) (UC, П ß;) (Uß.- n UC , -0 3 
2 (UC, П ß j (Uß,- П CJ) (Ußi n UC,_ j ) . 
Now, the union of the left-hand sides of (1) and (3) is equal to the union of the left-
hand sides of (2) and (4). This is the desired equality. 
The following theorem is a generahzation for sets and algebras of the Schreier-
Zassenhaus Theorem for groups — see Corollary 3.7. For the sake of simplicity we 
separate the set theoretical and algebraical version; after all, the former (set case) 
need not be a special case of the latter (algebra case) -- see Remark 2 below. 
Theorem 3.5. I. Let 
(a) Бо ^ Л, ^ ... ^ Б , , C o ^ C , ^ . . . ^ C , 
be two partition series in a set © satisfying for some e e [JBQ n (JCQ the following 
conditions (b) and (b'): 
(b) [jBi = B,^,{e), Ойгйг~1 and [JCj = Cj^,{e) , 0 ^ ; ^ s - 1 ; 
(b') Bo = Co and B, = C,. 
Then (1) and (2) (see proof) are refinements of the series (a). The partitions (1) 
and (2) are regularly e-joint if and only if the following equivalent conditions (c) 
and (d) are fulfilled: 
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(c) B,j{e) = B,j{e) and C,,(e) = C,..(e) , l ^ i ^ r , 1 ^ j й s ; 
(d) Bi and Cj weakly e-commute , l ^ f ^ r — l , 1 S j й s — 1 . 
The refinements (1) and (2) do not depend on the element e e [JBQ n (JCQ. Each of 
the partitions K^j and Lji is coupled with the partition M^j. 
II. / / , moreover, (©, Q) is an algebra and, for some (i,j) (1 ^ f ^ r, 1 g j ^ s), 
Bi^^,Bi, Cj-i and Cj are congruences in (©, ß) , then КфЬ^ and M^ are con­
gruences in (©, Q). They are isomorphic as (factor) algebras. 
R e m a r k 1. We shall prove Part I of Theorem 3.5 assuming the condition 
(b') Bo = Co and Б, = C, . 
If this condition is not true we shall extend the series (a) so that the extensions 
already fulfil (b') (and, moreover also (b)). 
Let B^ Ф CJ. If U Q Ф U^r we continue the first series on the right by B^+i = 
= {UB„ U C , \ U^r}, ^r+2 = {U^r ^ UC,}. If [)C, ^ [jB,, we extend it by B,^, = 
= {{jB,} only. 
Let Bo Ф CQ. If Co{e) ф Bo{e) we continue the first series on the left by ß - i = 
= {Bo{e) n Co{e), Bo{e)\Co{e)}, B.2 = {Bo{e) n Co{e)}. If Co{e) ^ Во(е), we 
continue it by Б_1 = {^o(^)} oi^ly- Similarly the second Series will be extended. 
Proof. I. In the following v and л denote the operations in the lattice of parti­
tions in © (let us point out that this supposition also holds for Part II of congruences). 
Refinements will be chosen as follows 
(1) Bo{ = B,o) й В,, й . . . й B,l = B, = В20) й ^21 й . . . 
. . . g Б,„1^( = Б,_1 = В,о) ^ ^ п . . . ^ ^r.s-1 S {Brs=)Br, 
(2) Co( = Cio) й C n й . . . й C iX=Ci = С20) й C^i g . . . 
. . . g C,„i,,( = C,_i = C,o) й С,, й . . . g C,,r-i ^ {Csr=)C,. 
The inequalities are clear. The equahties follow from (b'): 
В,, = Б,_1 V (В, л Q = В,., V (В, л Б,) = В,, 
Вю = В,., V (Б, л Со) = Б , . 1 V (В, л Во) = В,., . 
Similarly for (2). 
The ^-chains of the series (1) and (2) are 
(3) {Bo{e)} й К,, й ... й К,, й К,, й ... й К-,,, й К,, й ... 
(4) {Со(е)} S Ь ц g . . . й L,, й L^i й ... й Ь,_1. , g L,, S ... 
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To prove this it suffices to show that Ki+i,i = Bi+ui{^) П Bi, {0 S г è r - 1). 
This is, however, evident from the fact that ßf+i^o = ^is (see (1)). Similarly for (4). 
Now, the assertion of Part I follows from Theorems 1.10 and 3.4. In fact, by 1.10 
one necessary and sufficient condition for the regular e-jointness of the series (1) 
and (2) is B^/e) = В^/е) and Cji{e) = Cj^e) for 1 ^ i ^ r, 1 ^ j ^ s. By 3.4, 
this is equivalent to the weak e-commutativity of Bi and Cj for 1 g i g r ~ 1, 
1 ^ j ^ s — 1, together with the conditions 
B,j(e) = Bjj{e) , 1 ^ 7 ^ 5 - 1 , B,,{e) = Bj,{e) , 1 ^ i g г , 
Cu{e)==Cu{e), l ^ f g r ~ l , Cj,{e) = Cj,{e), l ^ j u s . 
By 1.10, these conditions are equivalent to the following conditions (i) to (iv): 
(i) {[JCjnBo){\jBonCj){e)^ 
= (USo П Cj) {[jCj П Bo) (UBo r^ UC,-- , ) , ISJUs-i; 
(ii) ( U Q n ß i - , ) ( U ß . - - i n C , ) ( e ) 2 
= (U5i - i П Q) ( U Q П Bi_i) (UB.._i n UC,_ i ) , i u i u r . 
The remaining two conditions (iii) and (iv) are expressed symmetrically (with respect 
to the symbols В and C). All these conditions are fulfilled, for the left-hand side set 
of (i) or (ii) is equal to U^o or U-^i-i and evidently contains the right-hand side set 
(which is a subset of the domain of the partition (J^o П Cj or U^»-i П C„ respec­
tively). It suffices to recall the condition (b'). The proof of Part I is complete. 
II. follows from Theorem 2.7. 
R e m a r k 2. a) Part I of Theorem 3.5 is proved under the assumption (b') BQ = CQ 
and Bj. = Cg, Provided this assumption was not fulfilled we extended both the series 
(a) as described in Remark 1. It is useful to point out that the added partitions need 
not be congruences even if all the Б / s and C/s given in (a) are. 
If all BfS and C/s in (a) are congruences and (b') is valid, all members of the 
e-chains (3) and (4) of the refinements (1) and (2) are congruences. On the other hand, 
the members of the refinements (1) and (2) themselves need not be congruences, 
since the symbol v denotes Vp in (1), Definition 3.2, even for the case II. 
b) If (©, Q) is an ß-group, all B^'s and C/s are congruences and (b') is not ful-
filled, then we can extend the series (a) so that all the partitions of the extended 
series are congruences (and its terminal members are the same) provided that the 
following condition is true (for e = 0 = the zero element of the group ©) 
(JB^ and [jCg are ideals of an ß-subgroup (5* of (©, Q). 
If this is the case we extend the first series by B^+i = (6*/U-^rj -^r+2 = {®*}? -ß-i = 
= Во(0)/{0}, В_2 = {{0}}, and similarly for the second series. Then the extended 
series have the same terminal members as required in (b') and fulfil (b), too. The 
regular e-jointness of refinements of the type (1) and (2), Theorem 3.5 (of refinements 
of the congruence series B„2 g B_i ^ . . . g B^^^ ^ -ог+2? ^ - 2 = ^ - i = ••• ^ 
S Q + i й Cs+2) is guaranteed by Lemma 2.8. 
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The following definition presents an analogue of the concept of ''the isomorphism 
of two normal series of ß-subgroups of an ß-group". 
Definition 3.6. Two series of (2-subgroups of an ß-group (©, Q) 
(1) © 1 с © 2 ^ - - - ^ ® г and e^ Ç (S:̂  ^ ... £ d^ 
are said to be joint if there exists a bijection of the sequence of the (left-sided) factors 
of the first series (1), K,- = ®^/©^_1 (2 g f ^ r), on the sequence of the (left-sided) 
factors of the second series (1), Lj = ujj&j^^ {^ й j й s), such that the corre­
sponding factors are coupled partitions. 
An analogous definition with right-sided factors. 
Corollary 3.7. Let 
(1) « 0 ^ ®1 ^ ••• ^ ® r , d o ^ ^ l ^ - . - ^ ^ s 
be two series of Q-subgroups of an Q-group ((6, Q). Let 
(Г) ©0 = ^0 and ©, = 6:, 
be fulfilled, 
I. Then the following partitions K^j, Lji and Mij (1 ^ i g r, 1 ^ j g s) are 
pairwise coupled: 
(2) K,^ = {» , -1 4- e , ; + a : a e » , n (£,.} , 
(3) M,, = © , n e , / , ( g , . , , 
where (£,у = (Sjf is the subgroup of the group © generated by the subgroups S , - i n 
Further, 
( S , n £;) П Xi,- = (©, n G,.) П Ц^ = Ky л Lj, = My . 
II. Ler the following Q-subgroups Q-commute (1 ^ i ^ r, 1 g j g s); 5Bj n Gy 
and ©i n C j . i wii/i S j - i , Gj n 58; and dj n 93;_1 wiï/i (£j_i. Then the following 
series of Q-subgroups (4) and (5) 
( 4 ) » o ( = » l o ) S » n ^ ••• S » ! . ( = » ! = ® 2 o ) £ » 2 1 S ••• 
... E S , _ i i = S,_, = S,o) £ « n = ... £ »,.,-1 £ (©„ = ) » , , 
(5) 6;o( = eio) £ «11 £ ••• S e „ ( = Ci = e^o) £ G^i £ .. . 
... £ G,_i,,(=6;.-i = M £ G,i £ ... £ e.,r-i £ (e.r=)e., 
vv/iere S y = S j_ i + 93; n Ĝ - and dji = Gj-j + dj n 93,-, are joint refinements of 
the series (1). Tfte coupled left-sided factors of the refinements (4) and (5) are K,y 
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and Lji. Now, these partitions have the form 
J^O = » M / I » . J - I and Lj, = (S:j,l,(ijj_,. 
Both these factors are coupled with the partition (3), which has the form 
M,j = Ф, n dj I, S.._, n (£j + (Ij n S i _ , . 
III. (Schreier-Zassenhaus Theorem.) / / (1) are normal series of Qsubgroups 
of (Ш, Q), then the refinements (4) and (5) are normal series as well, and Kij, Lji 
and Mij are isomorphic factor Q-groups. 
Remark . 1) An analogous theorem is true for the right-sided decompositions. 
2) When the condition (Г) is not true, the series (1) can be extended in such a way 
that (Г) is again fulfilled; namely, we continue both the series on the right-hand side 
by an ß-subgroup ^r+i = ^s+i between [23^, (£j and ©, and on the left-hand side 
by an O-subgroup ©_i = C_i between {0} and S Q ^ ^o- If the conditions of Part II 
are true for 1 g f ^ r, 1 g У ̂  5, they are true for 0 ^ i g r + 1, 0 ^ j ^ 5 4- 1, 
too. If the series (1) are normal, then the extended series become normal under 
evident supplementary suppositions. 
Proof. Define B^ = Ф^+^/Ф; (0 й i й r - 1), Cj = Gy+i/G,- (0 ^ j g s - 1) 
(we put shortly / instead of ji) and B, = {93j = {(£:J = C,. Then 
ВойВ, ^ . . . йВ,, Сой С, ^ . . . ^ Q , 
[)В,_, = Б,(0) , UC, - i = С/О), l u i u r , l è j u s . 
Define Kij, Lji and Mij as in Definition 3.2. 
I. follows from Theorem 2.5, I. 
П. Inclusions in (4) and (5) follow directly from the definition and from (Г). By 
Theorem 2.5, II (iii), 
all given sums being ß-subgroups. These partitions are pairwise coupled by I. 
III. Normahty of the series (4) means that ^ij-i is an ideal of ©^ j . By [6] III, 
3.5.7, it is 
(6) [ £ ,_ , Vp(B, л С ; _ 0 ] ( О ) = 
= [ß,._,(0) + {jBi-i n {B, л C;_0 (0)] u 
и [U(ß,- л C,_i) n ß,._,(0) + (ß, л C^_0(0)] = 
= [93(_j + ®, n «( n ej._i] u [ » i + i n Ĝ . n ®;_, + »,. n £;_, ] = 
= (95i_, + iBi n G^_i) u (©i_i n e,. + 93,. n <£j_,) = 
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and by the same theorem, this is an ideal of the ß-subgroup 
Since Kij, Lji and Mij are pairwise coupled (as partitions), they are isomorphic (as 
factor ß-groups). The proof is complete. 
Remark . The proof of the Schreier-Zassenhaus Theorem (Corollary 3.7, III) is 
based on Theorem 2.5. We can obtain another proof by using Theorem 3.5. If we 
make use of the notation given at the beginning of the proof to Corollary 3.7, then 
(a) Б о ^ Б , ^ . . . ^ B , , C o ^ Q g . . . ^ C , 
are two congruence series in (®, Q) which fulfil the conditions (b) and (b') of Theorem 
3.5 for e = 0 = the zero element of the group (5. The condition (d), Theorem 3.5, 
is fulfilled by Lemma 2.8. 
We shall show that factors of the Schreier-Zassenhaus refinements of the first 
series (1) are formed by the congruences 
Ktj = [Bi_i V (B, л С;)] (0) П [ßf- i V (ß , л C,._i)] . 
By [6] III, 3.5.7 it is 
[Bi_i V (Bj л C,._i)] (0) = SBi_i + SB, n G,._, 
(see (6) of the preceding proof). By the same theorem, this set is an ideal of the ß -
subgroup 
5i_i(0) + U 5 i - i n U(Bi A C,.-i) = S i_ i + ©, П C ; . 
Analogously [5,_i v (ß,- л C^)] (0) = S j _ i + «^ n dj. 
From the preceding it follows that 
K^j{0) = (©,._! + » , n (£,.) n (S ,_ i + » , n G^.i) = » ,_ i + » , n С;_1 
is an ideal of the ß-subgroup 
[jKij = (» ,_ i + » , П d,) n ( » , + (»,+1 n e^)) = » , _ i + » , n G^. 
Since jKjj is a congruence in (©, O) (see Theorem 3.5), [6] I, 1.6 imphes 
(7) A',; = {JK,jlKtj{0) = » ,_ i + » , n G^/»,_i + » , n G^_, . 
Similarly 
(8) L;, = Ub;,/L,.,(0) = G,._i + G^ n »,/G,._i + G,. n » ,_ i . 
Thus, the Schreier-Zassenhaus refinement of the first or second series in (1) is formed 
by ß-subgroups 
(9) ^ij = » i _ i + S i n Cy or Q.ji = £;>! -f- Cy n » i , respectively . 
By Theorem 3.5, congruences Kij (see (7)) and Lji (see (8)) are coupled (as partitions), 
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thus isomorphic (as iQ-groups). Moreover, with each of them the following con­
gruence Mij is coupled: 
My = (5,(0) П c,_,) V (c,(o) П B,_,) = {Щ П e,/G,-0 v (ê  n ©(/©,-1) = 
= (©i n G,/©, n (S;̂ _J vp((r,. n ®;/C, n ®,_0 = 
= (©, n G,/©i n G,._i) v ^ (e^ n S^/C; n ®;_i) = 
= ©, n G,/(©i n (£,._, + e , . n © i _ 0 . 
Thus it is shown that the refinements of the series (1) formed by the 12-subgroups (9) 
are isomorphic. 
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